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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the classical work of Atiyah, Bott and Segal on Lefschetz formu- 
lae for isometries, the equivariant index theorem plays a fundamental 
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part, see [2, 4]. On the other hand, index theory has benefited from 
Connes' Noncommutative G ometry point of view and local index theo- 
rems have been proven in many new singular situations, ee for instance 
[22, 23, 11, 32]. The aim of the present paper is to show how equivari- 
ant index theory can be extended to yield higher Lefschetz formulae, 
in such singular situations [6, 7]. In the process, we also give a defini- 
tion of the equivariant Chern-Connes character which is appropriate for 
Lefschetz formulae and which is closely related with previously known 
definitions, see for instance [30] or [33]. Moreover, one can include in 
the present discussion some new results based on Segal's abstract in- 
tegration theory and the continuous Murray-von Neumann dimension 
theory [10]. This generalization e ables to treat at the same level some 
type II equivariant index problems, main examples are furnished by 
measured foliations [28] or almost periodic operators [34]. 
In the seminal paper [19], A. Connes has given a new point of view 
on index theory based on a powerful tool: cyclic cohomology. Given 
a .-algebra A over C and an even Kasparov Fredholm module (H, F) 
over A which is finitely summable, A. Connes proved that the Kasparov 
pairing of the K-homology class of (H, F) with K-theory [29]: 
g0(A) 
can be expressed using a periodic cyclic cohomology class Ch(H, F) 
associated with (H, F) and that we shall call the Chern-Connes char- 
acter of the Fredholm module (H,F). More precisely, if e C M,~(A) 
is a given projection then the operator eo (F (9 ln) o e acting on the 
Hilbert space e(H n) is by definition a self-adjoint Fredholm operator 
which anticommutes with the Z2-grading of H. Therefore the Fred- 
holm index of its positive part [e o (F (9 In) o el+ is well defined. The 
following famous polynomial formula is proved in [19]: 
(1) 
Ind([eo(F(91n)oe]+) = < Ch(e), Ch(g, F) >= ( -  1)~ Traee(aoeo[F, e]2n), 
where Ch(e) is the usual Chern character of e in the periodic cyclic 
homology of A and a is the Ze-grading involution of the even Fredhom 
module (H, F). 
In the commutative case of a smooth compact spin manifold with 
Dirac operator D, Formula (1) reinterprets he Atiyah index morphism 
[29, 191: 
[E], > Ind(PE) 
which associates to a given hermitian vector bundle E, the index of the 
Dirac operator " with coefficients in E". 
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The general abstract index theorem obtained by A. Connes and H. 
Moscovici n [22] in this language of Noncommutative Geometry, rests 
on the idea of locality and also on a suitable generalization f the funda- 
mental concept of Dirac operator. These ideas led A. Connes to define 
the so called spectral triples as an appropriate definition for a geometry 
or spectral geometry [18, 22]. The Connes-Moscovici local index theo- 
rem thus gives an answer to a very general index problem including the 
Atiyah-Singer index theorem as well as many new singular theorems. 
See for instance the important references [35, 17, 18]. 
We give in this paper a similar treatment of the Lefschetz problem in 
Non Commutative Geometry. We have restricted to finite groups but 
many constructions work as well for compact Lie groups in general, see 
[33]. 
If G is a finite group which acts by automorphisms on the algebra 
.4, then a G-invariant finitely summable Fredholm module (H, F) has 
a Kasparov pairing with G-equivariant K-theory [29]. This pairing 
takes values in the representation ring of G, and when evaluated at a 
conjugacy class [g] in G, it yields a scalar pairing. We show that this 
scalar pairing is given by the following equivariant index formula: 
(2) Inda([eo(F@ 1,,)oe]+)(9)= (-1)nTrace(aoU(g)oeo[F, el2n), 
where n is large enough and U(g) is the unitary corresponding to g in 
the C*-algebra B(H) of bounded operators in H. 
Formula (2) together with the results of [6, 7], dictates a strategy 
to define an equivariant Chern-Connes character. In the present pa- 
per, we show that this character takes values in the space /~(G) ® 
HP~.q~i~(.4 >~G), where .~(G) is the algebra of central functions on G 
and HW. q'iv (.4 >~ G) is an equivariant periodic cyclic homology of the 
(discrete) crossed product algebra .4 >~ G. Hence: 
Cha:  Koa(.4 >4 G) > R(G) ® HP,~q"iv(.4 >4 G). 
In restriction to .4, we show that this Chern-Connes character yields 
the allowed equivariant index pairing. 
A G-invariant von Neumann-Fredholm module (H, F) over the G- 
algebra .4 is automatically a G-invariant von Neumann-Fredholm mod- 
ule over the discrete crossed product algebra .4 >~ G for the action in- 
duced by the original action on .4 and by conjugation in G. Therefore 
its Chern-Connes character as a Fredholm module over .4 >4 G yields a 
periodic cohomology class in the equivariant theory, i.e. 
ChG(H, F) e HP*q~v(A >~ G). 
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Now we can rewrite the polynomial equivariant index formula (2) as: 
IndV([e o (F ® 1,)o e]+)=< ChG(e),ChG(H,F) >6/~(G). 
It is worthpointing out that this pairing is actually valued in the inte- 
gral representation ri g R(G), whenever the yon Neumann-Fredholm 
module is associated with a type I von Neumann algebra, as in the 
work of Connes and Moscovici. 
The equivariant index problem can then be stated and proved in 
the world of equivariant periodic cyclic cohomology generalizing the 
method of Connes and Moscovici. Following the steps of [19], we show 
that this equivariant pairing is a general phenomenon a d that the same 
formula works as well for other equivariant cocycles. Examples of such 
cocycles which do not arise from Fredholm modules are provided by 
the Haefliger homology of foliations, see [6, 7, 8]. 
When we evaluate the equivariant pairing (2) at a conjugacy class 
[g] of G, we recover the Lefschetz number of [g] with respect o the 
equivariant operator e o (F @ 1,~) o e. Therefore the solution of the 
equivariant index problem implies a local Lefschetz formula in Non 
Commutative Geometry. This formula will be given in the forthcoming 
paper [9]. 
In the more general case of compact Lie groups, discrete crossed 
product algebras also play a prominent part. The reason is that in 
the usual Lefschetz formulae, while the compactness of the group is 
necessary to use equivariant index theory, only the underlying discrete 
group is involved in the final fixed point formula, which in other re- 
spects continues to hold without any topological assumption on the 
group [2, 28]. In order to state the results of the present paper for 
compact Lie groups, some modifications are however necessary. We 
also point out a nice discussion of this general case in a different con- 
text in [33]. 
Let us now describe more precisely the contents of this paper: We 
begin in Section 2 by the definitions and properties of equivariant cyclic 
cohomology. Then we show in Section 3 its pairing with equivariant K- 
theory. The study of equivariant Fredholm modules is postponed until 
Section 4 where we prove the analytic equivariant polynomial formula 
(2) and explain the relation with the Lefschetz theorem. In Section 
5, we define an equivariant Chern-Connes character, appropriate for 
equivariant index theory. This enables to translate and generalize the 
equivariant index problem to the world of cyclic cohomology. Finally, 
the last section is devoted to the statement of the equivariant index 
problem for invariant spectral triples. 
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Notat ions.  For any compact Lie group G, we shall denote by R(G) 
the integral representation ri g of G, and by _f/(G) the ring of complex 
valued smooth central functions on G. An algebra B will be called a 
G-algebra if there exists a homomorphism G --+ Aut(A) from G to the 
group Aut(A) of automorphisms of A. For a G-algebra A, K~(A) for 
j = 0, 1 will denote the equivariant K-theory of A. 
If a is a conjugacy class in G, then the ideal of R(G) composed of 
those characters which vanish at c~ is prime and we shall denote by 
R(G)~ the induced ring of fractions and call it the a-localized repre- 
sentation ring. In the same way each R(G)-module A4 can be localized 
at the prime ideal associated with a to yield an R(G)~-module denoted 
A/[~. An example of such an R(G)-module is given by the equivariant 
K-theory group K,G(A) for any G-algebra A. 
In a yon Neumann algebra .M C B(H) with a faithful normal semi- 
finite trace % we shall denote for p >_ 1 by/F(Ad, ~-) the Schatten space 
composed of T-measurable operators T in H which satisfy: 
T( (T*T) p/2) < +oo. 
/2 (M,  ~-) is a vector space as was proved in [15]. When .M is the von 
Neumann algebra B(7-/) of bounded operators on a separable Hilbert 
space 7/, we recover the definition of the usual Schatten ideals usually 
denoted/2(7-/). In general, the space/)'(A4, T) is not contained in M 
(e.g. A,I : L~(X,#)). 
We recall that if (#s(T))s>0 are the singular numbers of T then the 
space K:(Ad,T) of operators T 6 A4 which satisfy #s(T) --+ 0 when 
s -+. +~,  is an ideal in A,[ called the ideal of T-compact operators. 
The space A4 N/2(A,I, T) is also an ideal in A/[ called a Schatten ideal, 
it is contained in )~(~4, T). The Dixmier space LI,~(A,[, T) is the set 
of operators T 6 A/[ such tha{ the following estimate holds: 
/o t#s(T)ds = O(Log(t)), when t --+ +oo. 
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For p > 1, the space/2,°°(.M, 7-) is defined as the space of operators 
T E A4 which satisfy 
fo t #s(T)ds = t --+ +oe. o(t l -1 /P) ,  when 
It is a classical fact that LP'°°(M, 7-) is an ideal in M for any p _> 1. 
An operator T E A4 is 7--Fredholm if it is invertible in the quotient 
C*-algebra M/IC(M, 7-). For more precise definitions and properties, 
we refer the reader to [25, 26] and also to [10]. 
2. EQUIVARIANT CYCLIC COCYCLES 
In this section, we define the equivariant cyclic cohomo]ogy of a C- 
algebra with an action of a group. The definition that we have adopted 
reflects the notion of equivariant Fredholm odules and more generally 
equivariant cycles [19]. It is therefore inthe spirit of equivariant KK- 
theory. Other definitions may be more relevent for other situations 
[14, 13]. Our motivation comes from the study of Lefschetz formulae 
in Noncommutative Geometry. For the convenience of the reader, we 
begin by a brief review of cyclic cohomology. Good references are for 
instance [18, 19, 31]. 
Let B be a unital (for simplicity) algebra over C. A Hochschild 
k-cochain on B is a (k + l)-linear form on B k+l. The space of such 
Hochschi]d cochains will be denoted by Ck(B). A Hochschild k-cochain 
¢ is cyclic if 
¢(b k,b°, " - ' ,b  k - ' )=( -1 )k¢(b° ,  ' ' . ,bk) ,  V(b°, " - ' ,b  k) eB  k+l. 
We denote by C[(B) the space of cyclic Hochschild cochains. Recall 
that the Hochschild coboundary b: Ck(B) --+ Ck+I(B) is defined by: 
DT(b O, hi, . . .  , b k+l) .~- bt T(b O, bl, . . .  , bk+l)+( - 1)k+l"r(bk+l b °, bl, . . .  , bk), 
where 
b 'T (b° ,b l " ' "  'bk+l)= E ( - -1 ) iT (b° ' ' ' "  'bJbJ+l'"" 'bk+l)" 
O<_j<_k 
We also define an operator Bo : ck(B) --+ Ck-I(B) by: 
Bo7-(a°, ... ,a k-l) = 7-(1, a°, .-. ,a k-l) - (--1)kT(a°, "-" ,a k-l, 1), 
and the cyclic antisymetrization perator A by: 
k 
A(¢)(b°, -.. ,b k) := E(1)kJ¢(bk- J+l , . . .  ,bk, b°,... ,bk-J), 
j=0 
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with the convention bk+l = b °. Then the cyclic operator B is the 
composite operator [19]: 
B := ABo: Ck(B) -+ Ck-X(B). 
We have [19]: 
b 2=0,  B 2=0 and bB+Bb=O. 
The operator b preserves the graded space C~,(B) of cyclic Hochschild 
cochains, indeed we have: 
boA=Aob'.  
Thus (C* (B), b) is a Z-graded ifferential complex called the Hochschild 
complex of B, its homology is called the Hochschild cohomology of 
B and denoted by HH*(B), and (C~,(B), b) is a Z-graded subcomplex 
whose cohomology spaces will be denoted by H~(B) and called the 
cyclic cohomology spaces of B. 
If we set cP'q(B) := Cq-P(B), we obtain a differential bicomplex 
(cP'q(B); b, B). If we consider this bicomplex with p and q in N, then 
we call it the cyclic bicomplex of B, and its homology is denoted by 
HC* (B) and is fact isomorphic to the cyclic cohomology ofB by a simple 
spectral sequence argument. The cohomology of the global bicomplex 
(CP'q(B); b, B) with p and q in Z is the periodic cyclic cohomology of 
the algebra B, it is denoted by HP*(B). There is a natural periodic 
operator S :  HC*(B) --+ HC*+2(B) such that: 
HP* (B) TM limHC*(B), s 
Periodic cyclic cohomology is thus Z2-graded. 
When the algebra B is a topological algebra, i.e. such that the 
multiplication is jointly continuous, we can define in the same way 
Hochschild, cyclic and periodic cyclic cohomology of B, by requiring 
continuity of the cochains. 
Let now ,4 be a unitat C-algebra and assume that there exists a 
group F which acts on A by automorphisms. In the next sections F 
will be assumed finite but for the rest of the present section this is not 
needed. If -), is an element of the group F then we shall also denote by 
7 the automorphism of .4 corresponding to ~. 
Definit ion 1. (i) A F-invariant k-cochain ~- on .A is a Hochschild 
k-cochain on .A such that : 
~'*(r) = r, V~F,  
where the cochain 7*(r) is defined for any (a°, ..- , a '~) c .A n+l by: 
7* (T)(a°, "'" , ak) := T(7(a°),--, 7(ak)). 
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If T is a cyclic k-cochain on .A which is F-invariant, then we call it a 
F-cyclic cochain. 
Lemma 1. Let T be a F-invariant k-cochain on A. Then: 
(i) bT is a F-invariant (k + 1)-cochain; 
(ii) BT is a F-cyclic cochain. 
Proof. (i) is obvious from the definitions. 
(ii) Denote by v ~ the cochain defined by: 
TX(a°,... ,a n ) := (--1)nT(an, aO,... ,an-l). 
Then for any 3, E F, we have: 
= 
Therefore, if ~- is F-invariant hen so is v ~. On the other hand the 
cyclic antisymetrization perator A is given by: 
n 
A = ET  (~j), 
j=O 
where T (~) is the cochain (T~)~) --. )~, j times. Hence we have: 
A o 3'* = 3'* o A, 
and the image under A of a F-invariant Hochschild cochain is a F- 
invariant cyclic cochain. 
On the other hand the unit of A is invariant under the action of F. 
Therefore, for any 7 E F, we have from the definition of the operator 
B0: 
7' o B0 = Boo 7*, 
and finally: 
7*oB=BoT*  , 
which completes the proof. [] 
We shall denote by C~(.A) the Hochschild complex of F-invariant 
Hochschild cochains and by C~,r(,4 ) the complex of F-cyclic cochains. 
We also denote by HH~(A) and H~,,r(A ) respectively the equivariant 
Hochschild cohomology and the equivariant cyclic cohomology. If we 
consider the global (b, B)-bicomplex as above where we only take F- 
invariant cochains, then we obtain a sub-bicomplex of the periodic bi- 
complex and the F-invariant periodic cyclic cohomology thus obtained 
will be denoted by HP~(A). 
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Let V : F ~ End(X) be a finite dimensional unitary representation 
of F and let T be a Hochschild cochain on .4. We define a Hochschild 
cochain T~ Trace on the algebra A ® End(X) by setting: 
(~-~ Trace) (a ° ® A° , - - - ,  a n ® A n) := ~-(a°,. . , a n) Wrace(A ° o . . -o  An). 
Lemma 2. Let V : F -+ End(X) be a finite dimensional unitary 
representation of P and let T be a Hochschild cochain on .4. Then we 
have: 
7" (T~ Trace) = 9'* (T)~7*(Trace), 
where we have used the action of F on End(X) by conjugation. 
Proof. We have for any 9' E F: 
7*(v~ Trace)(a ° ® A°, ...  ,a n ® A s) := ~-(9'(a°), • . . ,  9'(aS)) 
Trace(Y(7)oA °oV(9'-1)o .. .oV(9")oAnoV(9"-l)) = 9'*(T)(a0,-.. ,a N) 
Trace(V(7 ) o [A ° o A 1 o . . -o  A n] o V(7-1)).  
The proof is thus complete. [] 
From the non equivariant theory, we know that the ~ operation com- 
mutes with the operators b and B [19], therefore Lemma 2 shows that 
sends the P-invariant cohomologies of .4 to the corresponding ones 
for .4 ® End(X), i.e. 
~" HH~(.4)--+ HH~,(.4 ® End(X)),  ~ • H~,r(`4 ) -+ H~,r(.4 ® End(X))  
and ~" HP~(.4) --+ HP~(.4 @ End(X)).  
We make now the link with the cyclic cohomology of the crossed 
product. In view of Lefschetz formulae, we will only be interested in 
evaluation at a fixed element 7 E F and we thus will use discrete crossed 
products. We denote by .4 >4 F the algebra generated by symbols aU(9") 
where a and 3' run over .4 and F respectively with the following product 
rule: 
aU(9")a'U(9") = ag'(a')U(9"9"). 
Def in i t ion  2. Let .4 be a F-algebra as before. Let T be any Hochschild 
k-cochain on .4. We define a Hochschild cochain ~ on .4 ~ F by setting: 
~(aOU (9"o),..., akU (9"k)) :=  T(a ° , 9'0 (al), 7 0 71 (a2), -.- , 9'0... 9'k-a (a k ) ) 
if 9'0... 9'k = 1 and 
~(a°V(9"°), --. , akU(9'k)):= 0 if 9"0...9'k =~ 1. 
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If we denote by r : .A --+ .A >~ F the inclusion r(a) := aU(1), then we 
can easily see that r*('~) = T. Note that the actions of F on A and on 
F by conjugation induce an action on the discrete crossed product by 
the following formula: 
?/(aU(g)) := ?/(a.)g(Tg~-l). 
Therefore we can also consider the F-invariant cohomologies HH~(A >4 
F), H~,r(A ~ F) and HP~(A >4 F) of the algebra A >~ F. It is then clear 
that r* sends invariant cochains to invariant cochains. 
P ropos i t ion  1. The correspondence ~- --+ ¢- induces graded mor- 
phisms: 
J r :  HH~(A) ~ HH~(A >~ F), J r  n~,r(A) ~ H~,,r(A >~ F) and 
J r :  HP~(A) --+ HP~(A >~ F). 
which are sections of the corresponding restrictions r*. 
Proof. If v is a F-cyclic cochain, then "~ is a cyclic cochain. Indeed if 
(@, . . .  , @) C F k+l satisfies the relation ?/0... @ = 1, then: 
¢(akV(Tk), a°U(7°), . . .  , ak- lV(@-r))  = 
~(a k ' ?/k (aO), ¢ ?/Oial)..., ?/k ~o... ?/k-2 (a~-~ )). 
Hence using the F-invariance of ~- and the relation @. - -@ = 1, we 
get: 
~-(akV (@), a°U(7°), . . .  , ak-lu(?/k-1)  = 
T(?/° . . .@- l (ak) ,a  ° ,@(a l ) , . . . ,7° . . .@-2(ak -1) ) .  
Since v is cyclic, we finally obtain: 
~(a~U(? /k ) ,  a°U(? / ° ) ,  . . . , a~-~U(? /~-~)  ) = 
(-1)k-~(a°U(?/°),. .- ,  ak-lU ( @-l),  akU(?/k) , 
and hence ~ is a cyclic cochain. 
Let us compute now 
b(~) (a°U(?/°), . . .  , a~+lU(?/k+l)), 
assuming again that @. . .  @+1 = 1. We obtain: 
b(¢)(aOU(?/o),..., ak+lu(Tk+l)) = 7_(aO?/O(al), ?/O@(a2). . . ,  ?/0... @(ak+l))+ 
k 
E(_ l ) JT (a0 ,70(a l ) , . . . ,7o . . .T j (a j+ l )7o . . .T j+ l (a J+2) , . . . ,7o . . .@(ak+t) )+ 
j= l  
(_l)k+lT(ak+lTk+1 (a0), @+17/0 (a'), - - • , @+17/0... 7k-1 (ak)): 
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Since ~- is F-invariant, the last term in the above sum becomes: 
T(ak+l@+l (aO), @+17O(a l ) . . . ,  @+l,y0...  @-l(ak))  -=_ 
~(~o... ~(ak÷l)a 0, ~o(d),... ' ~o... ~k-l(a~)). 
This computation shows that b(~) = b;r and that the correspondence 
T -+ ¢ is a chain map between the invariant Hochschild complex of 
A and the Hochschild complex of the discrete crossed product algebra 
A)4F .  
It remains to show that ~ is F-invariant. If'?° . . .  @ = 1 then for any 
7 C F, we have 
(7~fO~-l) . . .  (~,.~k,~-l) = 1. 
In this case we can compute for any (a°, .- -a k) C Ak+l: 
~(~(a°)V(~%-~),-.., ~(a~)U(~-~) )  = 
T(7(a°), 77°7-1('),(a')), . . .  , (,),,-/°r-l)... (7@-lq,-1)(ak)). 
Therefore we get: 
~(~(~°)u(~%-~),..., ~(ak)U(~-~) )  = 
T (,.,/(aO), ,~(~O(a l ) ) , . . .  ' , ) ,(~,o.. .  ~k- l (ak) ) ) .  
The F-invariance of ~- finally implies: 
~(, ) , (a0)U( , ) , ,~0, . f -1) , . . . ,  ,),(ak)U(,,/~k,),-X)) .~_ T(a  0, , ) ,0 (a l ) . . . ,  , , /0. . .  , . /k-l(ak)) = 
"~(a°U(7°), . . .  , akU(@)), 
which completes the proof. [] 
The section Jr of r* corresponds, in a certain sense, to the trivial 
cocycle of F. Equivariant cochains may however appear as restrictions 
of other interesting cochains on the crossed product. Let us state the 
required property for such sections that insures a pairing with equi- 
variant K-theory which agrees with the index morphism. 
Lemma 3. Let ~ be a Hochschild k-coehain on the discrete crossed 
product algebra .A x F. Assume that V(b°, . . .  , b k) e (.A)4 F) k+l, V 7 E F 
andVj  E {0,. . .  ,k}, we have: 
(3) 
"r(b°, . . .  , b Ju( ' ) ' ) ,  b J+l ,  • • • , b k) = ~(b°,..., b j, ~/(b J+ ' )U(7) ,  • • • , bk), 
with the conventions that b k+l = b 0 and that the action of F on ¢4 >~ F 
is the one defined above. Then ¢ is a F-invariant Hochsehild eochain 
on A >4 F, and its restriction ~- = r*(¢) is therefore a F-invariant 
Hochschild eoehain on ,4. 
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Proof. Let (b°, .-. , b k) E (`4)~ F) k+l and let 7 E F. Then we have: 
(~/ ,~) (b0 , . . .  b k) ~_ ~(,~(bo)U(~y)U(~y-1),,),(bl),... ,,)/(5 k)). 
Applying the assumption on ¢ with j = 0, we obtain: 
("~*'F) (b°, - . .  , b k) = -F(,),(b°)g(,),), ,~-1 (,-f(bl))u(,)/-1), ,),(52), . . .  , "y(bk)) 
= ~(~(b°)U(~),blU(~-l),..., ~(ak)). 
Now we apply again our assumption with j = 1 and obtain: 
(7*~)(b°, . . . ,  b~) = ~(~(b°)U(7), b 1 , b2U (.~-~), ~(b3), ' ' '  , ~(b k)), 
and so on until j = k - 1 where the assumption gives: 
(~*¢)(b°,... ,b ~) = ~(~(b°)U(7), b', b2,... ,b~U(7-1)), 
and finally with j = k we obtain: 
7"~ = ?, 
which ends the proof. [] 
The cochain ¢ associated with a F-invariant c0chain 7- defined above 
is a first example of a section of r* which satisfies Assumptions (3). 
Other examples arise from the study of the Haefliger homology of fo- 
liations. They are treated in [8]. We denote by C*qu~,(A >~ P) the 
subspace of Hochschild cochains on ,4 )4 F which satisfy equations (3) 
and call them F-equivariant cochains. We hope the reader will tell 
between F- invar iant and F-equivar iant  cochains. 
Lemma 4. Ire is an element of Ce*quiv(M >~ F), then be and Be belong 
to  c;*,~,v(`4 ~ r); 
Proof. Let (b°, ..- , b k+l) E .4 )4 F and let 7 C F. We have: 
be(b°, . ' '  ,b / -1 ,~U(7) ,~+1, ' ' '  ,bk+l) = 
j -2 
(- 1)' ¢(b°,-.., b'b'+',..., ~-1 ~U (~), bJ+l,..., b~+~)+ 
i----0 
k+l 
E (-1)i¢(b°'*'" 'DJ - I 'b JU( ' ) ' ) 'DJ+I '"""  'bibi+l"'" 'bk+l)+ 
i=j+l 
( _ l ) j - l¢ (b0 , . . .  , /d-1/CU(7),/¢+1,...  , bk+l)+ 
( -1 ) J (~(b° , . . .  ,b j - l ,b jU(~Y)b j+l , . . .  ,bk+t). 
For i < j and i > j we apply the equivariance assumption on ¢. For 
i = j we have 
bJg(,),)b j+l  ~_. bJ,),(bJ+I)u(,-),), 
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and hence we obtain: 
b(¢) (b°, ..- , ~-1, bJU(7), b/+l,... , bk+l) = 
j -2 
Z ( -  1)i ¢(b°'"""' bibi+l"" '  bj-l' bj' "/(bi+l)U (')'),-.-, b k+~)+ 
i=0 
k+l 
Z ( -1) i (~(b°'""  'b J - I 'b J "~(DJ+I )u(~)" ' "  'bibi+l'"" 'bk+l)2t- 
i=j+l 
(_ l ) J - l¢(b0 . . .  , ~- l~ ,7(b J+ l )u (~f ) , . . .  ,bk+l)+ 
( _ l ) J¢ (b0 . . . ,  ~-1, b/7(~+l)U(7),. . . ,  bk+l). 
Finally we obtain for any j E {0,... , k + 1}: 
b(¢)(b°. . . ,b  j - l ,bjU(7),bj+l, . . .  ,b k+l) -- 
b((~)(b°, - . .  , b j - l ,  b j, ~(bJ+I)u("f), . - .  , bk+l), 
which shows that b(¢) is F-equivariant when ¢ is F-equivariant. 
The proof that B(¢) is also F-equivariant, when ¢ is F-equivariant, 
is similar and is omitted. [] 
The Hochschild, cyclic and periodic yclic cohomologies of C~quiv(A >4 
F) will be denoted respectively by HH*~q~iv(A >~ F), HC,q~iv(A >~ F) or 
H*~,,q,,i,(A >4 F) and HP,quiv(A >~ F). 
To summarize the situation, we have: 
, T* 
and these maps are chain maps between the corresponding complexes. 
In the next section, we shall prove that the equivariant cyclic cocycles 
on A which come from C~,,q~i,(A >4 F) have a well defined index pairing 
with equivariant K-theory when the group F is finite. 
Remark 1. If (fY, d, f)  is a cycle over A >4 F which represents a cyclic 
cocycle ? in the sense of [19], then the assumption of Lemma 3 is 
fulfilled when the differential d commutes with U(7). 
3. PAIRING WITH EQUIVARIANT K-THEORY 
In this section, we generalize some of the results from Connes' sem- 
inal paper [19] to the equivariant case. We shall therefore define an 
index pairing which factors through the ring of central functions on F 
and coincides with the equivariant Kasparov pairing when the cocycles 
are associated with F-invariant Fredholm modules. We assume in this 
section that F is a finite group and point out that many results remain 
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true for general compact Lie groups with some minor modifications. 
See also [33] 
Lemma 5. Assume that A is unital. Let u be an invertible F- invariant 
element of .A and denote by p the interior automorphism induced by 
u on the (discrete) crossed product algebra .A )~ F, i.e. p(aU(~/)) = 
uau- lU(7) .  Then for any cyclic cocycle ¢ of degree n > 0 on A >~ F 
belonging to C~quiv(A )~ F), there exists a cyclic cochain ~ on A )~ F 
also belonging to Ceq~iv(A )~ F) such that: 
p* (¢) - ¢ = b~5. 
Moreover, the restriction qo of ~ to .A satisfies: 
p*(~)  - ~ = b~,  
where 7- is the restriction of ¢ to A.  
Proof. We shall use the method of [19][page 325] and check that it 
works in the equivariant case. Let a E .4 be a F-invariant element of 
A and set for (b°, . . .  ,b ~-1) C (A • F) ~, 
Ca(b°, . . .  ,b ~-1) = ¢(b°, -.. ,b n- l ,a) .  
Then since ¢ is F-equivariant and a is F-invariant, we deduce that Ca 
is a F-equivariant Hochschild cochain. If ha(b) = ab - ba and 
5~(¢)(b°,.. - ,b~)= ~ ¢(b°, "'" ,bi-~,5o(b~),bi+~ . . .  ,b~), 
0<i<n 
then 5~(¢) is also a F-equivariant (cyclic) cochain, for: 
5*(¢)(b°U(7), . . .  , b n) = ¢(5~(b°U(~/) ), bl, . . . , b ~) 
+ ~ ¢(b°U(~),... b ~-1 ~ (b'~ b ~÷~ , , ~,  , ,  , - . .  ,b~) .  
l~ i~n 
Since a is F-invariant, we have 5~(b°U('y)) = 5~(b°)U(@, and hence 
using the F-equivariance of ¢, we deduce that: 
5*(¢)(b°U(7), bl, ..- , b ~) = ¢(5~(b°), 7(b~)U(7)), b2, ' ' .  , b'~)+ 
¢(b °, "y(5~(bIU (7) ), b2, . . .  , b~)+ 
¢(b°, "/(bl)U ("/), b2, "'" , bi-l, ba(bi), bi+l, . . . , bn). 
2<i<n 
We deduce using again 7(5~(blU(',/))) = 5~(7(b~)U(7)) that: 
52(¢)(b°U(7), bl, . . .  , b n) = 5"(¢)(b °, 7(bt)U(7), b2, ..- , b~), 
and hence that 52(¢) is F-equivariant, since it is cyclic. 
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In fact using be = 0 we deduce (see [19][page 325]) that: 
(-1)n5"(¢) = A(b'¢a). 
But since we have A o b' = b o A, we deduce that 5*(¢) = b((-1)nACa). 
Note that A¢~ is also a F-equivariant cyclic cochain on ,4 as was checked 
in the proof of Lemma 4, because A preserves the space C~q~iv(A >~ F). 
Let now u be an invertible F-invariant element of ,4. Then again fol- 
lowing [19][page 325] and by classical equivariant K-theory arguments, 
we can assume that u = e a where a is a F-invariant element of ~t. More 
precisely, we can replace u by 
v= 0 u -1 
SO that there exists b E M2(C) such that a is conjugated to b by a 
F-invariant invertible v, i.e. a = vbv -1. The details are given in [19]. 
Hence e ~ is well defined using the exponential in M2(C). If we define 
p*(~)(b°, . . .  , b n) = ~(vb°v -1 ,  . . .  , vbnv -1) for a given cochain ~, then: 
= (p ;1) .  o o p; ,  
and we finally obtain using the above computation just like in [19]: 
(~* k-1 
p*(¢) - ¢ = (bo A) (~ (~) --(¢~)~ 
k! "" 
k>l 
Finally, we observe that: 
- , .  . 
(pv)  o k! o pv, 
k>1 
is F-equivariant by direct inspection. Since the restriction r* commutes 
with everything in this proof, the announced result on .A is also proved. 
The proof of the lemma is then complete. [] 
Remark 2. The same lemma is true if we replace the equivariance 
property (3) by the invariance of the cochains involved on A. 
Coro l la ry  1. Assume that .A is unital. Let u be an invertible F- 
invariant element of ,4 and denote by p the interior automorphism 
induced by u, i.e. p(a) = uau -1. Then for any F-cyclic cocycle ~- of 
degree n > 0 on Jt~ there exists a F-cyclic cochain ~o on ,4 such that: 
- = 
This corollary is of independent interest and will not be directly used 
in the present paper. We shall rather use Lemma 5. 
We prove now a pairing between HC*q~iv (A >4 F) and the F-equivariant 
K-theory of ,4 >4 F. Recall that F is a finite group. 
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Theorem 1. Let ¢ be a cyclic 2k-cocycle on ,4 )~ F which satisfies 
the equivariance equation (3). Then for any finite dimensional unitary 
representation V : F --~ End(X) and for any F-invariant projection e 
in [,4 )4 F] ® End(X), the formula: 
T'~(e)=(~-~Trace)(eo(U(7)®V(?)),e,.. . ,e), -veF  
induces an additive map 
~:  Kor(A ~ r) -~ c, 
and hence an additive map: 
~ : K0~(~t) -~ C. 
Furthermore the scalar T~(e) only depends on the F-equivariant cyclic 
cohomology class of ¢. 
Proof. Using classical K-theory techniques, we can assume that A is 
unital. Moreover we only need to show that two F-conjugated projec- 
tions e and e' have tile same image under 7% Using Lemma 5, we know 
that there exists an odd F-cyclic cochain ~5 on [A ~ F] @ End(X) such 
that: 
~(e)  - ~(e ' )  = b~(e o [v(~) ® v(~)], e , . . .  ,e). 
A direct computation then shows that all but one of the terms in b~ 
disappear and we get: 
@(e o [U(~) ® V(~)],e,. . .  ,e) = ~(e o [U(~) ® Y(~)], e , . . .  ,e). 
The ~,-equivariance of the cyclic cochain ~5 proved in Lemma 5 together 
with the ?-invariance of e then shows that: 
~(e o [V(~) ® V(~)], e, .., e) = -~(e  o [U(7) ® V(~,)], e, .., e), 
and we thus obtain T~(e) = T~(e'). 
Denote by T the F-cyclic cocycle on ,4 which is the restriction of "~ 
to ,4. Then in restriction to the equivariant K-theory of A, we deduce 
that the same formula gives an additive map 
T~ : K0 r (.4) ~ C. 
If "~ = b(~5) where ~5 is an equivariant cyclic coehain, then the above 
computation shows that T~(e) = 0. [] 
Corol lary 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, the morphism 
T ~ respects the prime ideal associated with the conjugacy class of the 
specific element ~ E F and induces a pairing with the "/-localized F- 
equivariant K-theory of .A: 
(~)~ : Ko ~(A)~ -* C. 
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In addition for any 7 E F the map 
7 -~ r~(e) 
is central. 
Proof. If V' : F --+ U(X') is an other finite dimensional representation 
of F then we have from the very definition of r~: 
r~(e ® X') = r~(e) Trace(V'(7)). 
Hence setting (r~)~(e/x) := T*(e)/x(7), we obtain a well defined group 
morphism as announced. 
[] 
To finish this section, we give now a slight modification of Theorem 
1 which is more appropriate in the case of foliations and which is easier 
to check in that case for basic currents [8]. 
Theorem 2. Fix an element 7 E F. We assume that we are given a 
faithful covariant representation zc, ¢ of`4, F in a Hilbert space 7-I such 
that Va E A, 3a ~ E A with: 
~(a) o ¢ (7)= ~r(a'). 
Let V : F -+ End(X) be a finite dimensional representation of F and 
let e be a F-invariant projection in .4 ® End(X). Then there exists an 
element e~ in A @ End(X) such that: 
(7¢ @ idx)(e) o [¢(7) ® V(7)] = (~ ® idx)(e'~) 
In addition, for any cyclic 2k-cocycle r on ` 4 satisfying: 
(4) 
T(a~,al," " ,a2k)= r ( (7(a l ) ) ' ,a2, ' -"  ,a2k, ao),V(ao,... ,a2k)E ` 42k+,, 
the formula T~(e) = (r~Trace)(e~,e, . . .  ,e) induces an additive map: 
: K0 (`4) C, 
which only depends on the equivariant cyclic cohomology class of r. In 
addition, the complex function 
(e) 
is central on F. 
Remark 3. The existence of a * in the above theorem enables to stay 
in the algebra ,4 itself. In fact the space of cyclic cochains on ` 4 which 
satisfy (4) is preserved by the operator b. The proof is similar to that 
of Lemma 4. Hence we have a subcomplex of F-equivariant cyclic 
cochains on .4 itself whose homology admits a pairing with equivariant 
K-theory. 
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Proof. The existence of e ~ is trivial. Indeed, choosing a frame in X 
and writing (Tr ® idx)(e) = (Tr(eij)) we obtain: 
(Tr ® idx)(e) o [¢(7) ® V(7)] = (~r ® idx)(e "~ o V('y)), 
where e "r is the matrix e "r = (eij) "~ and e'~oV('y) belongs to A@End(X).  
We define ¢ : ,4 )4 F -9 A by: 
¢(aU(7)) =a  ~. 
Then ¢ is a an algebra homomorphism and ~ := ¢*(~-) is then a well 
defined cyclic cocycle over ,4 >~ F. In addition ~ restricts to give T on 
.4 and the assumption taken on ~- insures exactly that f satisfies (3) 
and thus we can apply Theorem 1 to get the conclusion. [] 
Coro l la ry  3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, ~-~ respects the 
prime ideal associated with the conjugaey class of ~/ and furnishes a 
pairing with the ?-localized r-equivariant K-theory of .4: 
< " K ~o (.4 ) ~ -9 C. 
Remark 4. The odd case can be treated similarly using invertibles in- 
stead of projections and the corresponding equivariant Toeplitz formula 
is true. 
4. INVARIANT VON NEUMANN FREDHOLM MODULES 
In this section, we define F-invariant Fredholm modules. We then 
give a polynomial formula for the analytic equivariant index morphism 
associated with any finitely summable P-invariant Fredholm module. 
In order to include in this discussion von Neumann equivariant index 
theory, we have found it necessary to work in the more general setting 
of yon Neumann Fredholm modules as defined in [10]. Some familiarity 
with the index theory in von Neumann algebras is required, but this 
section can be read in a first approximation under the assumption 
that the yon Neumann algebra ~4 involved is the algebra of bounded 
operators in a Hilbert space H with its usual trace. 
We describe in this subsection the cycle associated with a F-invariant 
Fredholm module and define its Chern-Connes character as an element 
of the appropriate quivariant cyclic cohomology. Then we prove a 
polynomial analytic index formula. This formula expresses the equi- 
variant index map as a pairing between equivariant K-theory and the 
equivariant Chern-Connes character. 
Let A be as before a (unital) ,-algebra over C. Let F be a given 
group which acts on ,4 by automorphisms. 
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Definition 3. A F-invariant p-summable von Neumann Fredholm mod- 
ule over (,4, F) is a couple (M, F) such that: 
• .M is avon Neumann algebra of operators in a Hilbert space 
H, with a positive faithful normal trace T; 
• The couple (,4, F) admits a faithful covariant *-representation 
(~r, U) in • ;  
• The operator F belongs to M and satisfies: 
(i) F*=FandF  2=1;  
(ii) For any a C .A, the commutator [F, Tr(a)] belongs to the 
Schatten space L p (M, ~-) (see the notations in the introduction); 
(iii) F is F-invariant, i.e. 
IF, = 0, • r .  
The von Neumann Fredholm module (M, F) is even if in addition the 
Hilbert space H admits a Z2-grading automorphism a which lives in 
M and if A and U(F) are even for the grading while F is odd for the 
grading. 
We have assumed in the above definition that Y'7 • F, the unitary 
operator U(~') belongs to the von Neumann algebra Ad. This assump- 
tion simplifies our discussion and can be lightened. Note then that any 
F-invariant yon Neumann Fredholm module on A gives rise to avon 
Neumann Fredholm module over the discrete crossed product algebra 
A >~ F, given by the same couple (M, F). 
We shall concentrate on the even case, say that of even F-invariant 
von Neumann Fredholm modules. The notation (A4, F) hides the 
Hilbert space H and the trace ~- on A/I and these data will then be im- 
plicit in the rest of the paper. Recall that the Schatten space/2(./~4, T) 
is defined for any p >__ 1 as the set of T-measurable operators T such that 
T((T*T) p/2) < +oo. Since the operator IF, r(a)] in the above defini- 
tion is also bounded, we see that Condition (ii) implies in fact that the 
commutator is a ~--compact operator. See [10] for further definitions 
and developpments. 
The representation Qr, U) is assumed covariant. This means that 
the action of F on M C B(H) preserves the algebra A and that the 
induced action coincides with the original one on .4, i.e. 
V 9' • F, Va • .4, U(9')o ~r(a)o U(9 ' - ' )= 7r(9'(a)). 
We shall usually denote by a the operator corresponding to a in A4 C 
B(H). 
Let now (M, F) be a fixed even F-invariant yon Neumann Fredholm 
module which is p-summable and denote by a • J~4 the Zz grading 
involution. Then since (M, F) is avon Neumann Fredholm module 
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over the discrete crossed product algebra .A )~ F, we can define its 
Chern-Connes character as a cyclic cocycle on A )~ F by [19]: 
Ch(M, F)(b°, .-. ,b p) := (--1)p/2T(aob° o[F, bl]o...o[F, bP]), 
for any (b°, ..- ,b p) e (.A)~ F) p+I. Note that Ch(.M,F)(b°, ... ,b p) is 
trivial unless p is even. Thus we assume that p is even. Note also that 
in restriction to A, Ch(Ad, F) induces a cyclic cocycle on A. 
Proposi t ion 2. The cocycle Ch(Ad, F) is F-equivariant, i.e. it satis- 
fies Equations (3). 
Proof. The proof is obvious from the definitions. In fact the differential 
d(b) := IF, b] which defines the cycle associated with the von Neumann 
Fredholm medule (Ad, F) satisfies 
d(boV(7) )=d(b)oU(7) ,  v7er ,  
since F is F-invariant. Therefore the conclusion follows. [] 
Using Theorem 1 together with Proposition 2, we can state: 
Theorem 3. Let (Ad, F) :be a p-summable ven F-invariant yon Nan- 
mann Fredholm module over A. Let V : F --+ End(X) be a finite 
dimensional unitary representation ofF and let e be a F-invariant pro- 
jection in ,4 ® End(X). Then: 
(i) For any 7 E F, the formula 
< Ch~(M, F), [e] >:= (Chr(M,F)~Trace)(eo[U(@® V(7)],e,- ' .  ,e), 
defines a pairing with the equivariant K-theory of .4; 
5i) The pairing of (i) respects the prime ideal I v = {X E R(F), X(7) = 
0} of R(F) associated with the conjugacy class of 7 in F and induces 
an additive map: 
Ch~(M,F) : go~(A)~ -+ C; 
5ii) The mapping 7 ~--~< Ch'~(fl 4, F), [e] > is a central function on 
F and hence the Chern-Connes character furnishes an additive map: 
< Chr(M, F),. >: K0r(A) -+ R(F), 
where/~(F) is the space of central functions on the finite group F. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are consequences of Theorem 1, Corollary 2 and 
Proposition 2. 
(iii) Let (71, 72) e F 2. Then we have: 
< Chr(M,F) ,  [e] > (7172) = 
(Chr (M, F)~ Trace) (e o [U(71)U(72) ® V(71)V(72)], e, . - - ,  e). 
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Since F, a and e are F-invariant, we deduce that: 
< Chr(A4,F),  [el > ('r,~2) = 
(v~ Trace) ([U(o,I) ® Y(~l)] O O/ O e O IF, e]' o [U(72) ® V(')'2)]). 
Now v~ Trace being a trace on J~I ® End(X), we obtain: 
Chr (fi/l, F)  (e) (-)'1~2) = 
(~-~ Trace) ([U('~2) ® V('y2)] o [U(?I) ® V("fl)] o o~ o e o [f, e]'). 
The proof is completed by using again the F-invariance of a and e. [] 
Let us define now the equivariant index map associated with any 
equivariant von Neumann Fredholm module. 
Let V : P -+ End(X) be again a finite dimensional unitary rep- 
resentation of the finite group F. To any F-invariant projection e E 
.4 ® End(X), we associate the operator eFe := e o (F ® lx) o e acting 
on the F-Hilbert space e(H @ X). Recall that a ~--Fredholm operator 
in a sub-yon Neumann algebra Af of A/I is an operator in A/" which is 
invertible in Af modulo T-compact operators in Af [10]. 
Lemma 6. The F-invariant self-adjoint operator e o (F @ 1x) o e is a 
T-Fredholm operator in the yon Neumann algebra e(A4 ® End(X))e. 
Proof. We have with obvious notations: 
(e re )  2 - e = e[F, e ] re  = e[F, e][F, e]  
Therefore the operator eFe is ~--Fredholm with inverse (modulo ~-- 
compact operators) given by eFe itself. Finally we point out that 
eFe is F-invariant, since e and F are F-invariant. [] 
The positive part (eFe)+ of the operator eFe admits avon Neumann 
F-index which lives in the ring/~(F) of complex central functions on 
F. More precisely, if Pe,v and Pte,F are respectively the projections onto 
the kernel and cokernel of (eFe)+, then the von Neumann F-index of 
(eFe)+ is defined by: 
Indr((eFe)+) : F ~ C, Indr((eFe)+)(7) := 
(T~,Trace)([U(7) ® V(7)] o Pe,f) -- (T~ Trace)([U(?) ® V(7)] o P'e,F). 
That this is a central function is obvious from the trace property of ~- 
and the F-invariance of Pe,v and P~e,f" 
Theorem 4. With the above notations we have the following polyno- 
mial equivariant index formula in/~(F): 
Indr((eFe)+) =< Chr(M,F),[e] >. 
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Proof. Let e 6 A ® End(X) be any F-invariant projection with V : 
F ~ End(X) a finite dimensional unitary representation f F as above. 
Denote by P the F-invariant T-Fredholm operator: 
P:=[e(F®idx)e]+ :e(7{ + ®X) -+ e(7{- ®X).  
Denote by Q the parametrix of P which is the negative part of the 
operator e(F ® idz)e. Then we have: 
e - QP  = -e  o IF ® 1x, e] o [F ® ix, e], 
and the corresponding result for e - PQ. Therefore: 
e - QP  E LP/2(e(.M ® End(X))e, T~ Trace) and 
e - PQ 6 Lp/2(e(M ® End(X))e, 7~ Trace). 
Hence we can apply the equivariant Calderon formula (See lemma 7 
below) to compute the equivariant von Neumann index of P. This 
gives: 
Indr((eYe)+)(7) = Indr (p) (7 )= 
(7-~ Trace)([U(v)®V(7)]o(1-QP)P/2)-(r~ Trace)(U(v)o(1-PQ)P/2). 
Using the supertrace defined by S'z(T) := T(a o T) where a is the 
involution associated with the Z2-grading of H, we can rewrite the 
F-index as: 
Indr((eFe)+)(7) = (ST~Trace)(U(7) o (e - [e(F ® idx)e]2)P/2). 
The above computation of e -  [e(F @ idz)e] 2 then gives: 
Indr((eFe)+)(7) = (-: 1)p/2(Sr~ Trace) (U(7) oe o [F, el'), 
and hence the conclusion. [] 
Lemma 7. (Equivariant Calderon formula) 
Let U : F -+ U(7{) be a unitary representation of the compact Lie 
group F in a Hilbert space 7{. Assume that conjugation by the elements 
of F in the algebra B(7{) of bounded operators in 7{ preserves avon 
Neumann algebra .hf admiting a faithful normal trace T. Let P, Q be 
two F-invariant operators in .M such that 1 - QP  and 1 - PQ belong 
the Schatten ideal Ln(J~ r, T) for some n > 1. Then 
V 7 e F, Indr(p)(7) = ~-(U(7) o [1 - QP]n) - ~-(U(7 ) o [1 - pQ]n). 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is classical. It is given in [10] in the non 
equivariant case but still works in the equivariant setting with minor 
modifications. [] 
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Corol lary 4. Let (B(H), F) be a F-invariant even Fredholm module 
over the F-algebra .A, with the usual trace. Then .for any ~/ E F, we 
have: 
{Ch~(B(H),F),Kr(A)) C R(F). 
This is an integrality theorem. When F is for instance the cyclic 
group Z~, it becomes: 
(ChT(B(H),F),Kr(A) > C Z[e2ir/n]. 
5. THE EQUIVARIANT CHERN-CONNES CHARACTER 
Let again B be a C-algebra with unit. The complex of Hochschild 
homology of B is defined as the complex (C,(B), b), where Ck(B) := 
/3 ® (B/C) ~k and: 
k-1 
b(b ° ® . . .®b k) = ~-~(-i) ;b ° ®--- ® bJ-' ®bib j+l ®. . -  ® b% 
j=O 
(-1)%kb ° @ b 1 ®. . .  ® b k-1. 
In the same way we can define the operator B : Ck(B) --+ Ck+i(B) 
as the transpose of the cohomological operator B. Then again we have 
b 2 = 0, B ~ = 0 and bB + Bb = 0. This enables to define Hochschild, 
cyclic and periodic cyclic homologies of B [31]. 
Assume in addition that B is endowed with an action of the finite 
group F. The subspace of C,(B) generated by differences ~'(z)-x where 
7 runs over F and x runs over C,(B) and the action of F on C,(B) is the 
diagonal one, is preserved by the operators b and B. We can therefore 
consider the quotient bicomplex that we denote by (Cr,(B), b, B). The 
homologies thus obtained will be denoted by HHr(B), HC,r(B) and 
Hp,r(B) and called respectively, the co-invariant Hochschild, cyclic and 
periodic cyclic homology of B. 
Assume now that B = A >4 F is the discrete crossed product algebra 
considered in the previous ections. Denote by c~,q~iv(B) the quotient 
of the Hochschild chains by the subspace generated by differences of 
the type 
b °®.'..@b iU('),)@b i+l@...@b k -b  °@...®b j@7(b j+I)U(7)®...@b k.
Again the operators b and B induce well defined operators on this 
quotient space and the homologies will be denoted by HH~,q"iv(B), 
HCe, q"i~(B) and HP,equiv(B) respectively and called the co-equivariant 
homologies. We have a natural chain map 
c, W) c;q-,,W) '
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which induces morphisms between the corresponding homologies. If 
V : F --+ End(X) is a finite dimensional representation f F, then we 
can consider the discrete crossed product algebra [A ® End(X)] )~ F. If 
b ° @... @ b k is a Hochschild chain on [A @ End(X)] >~ F, then we define 
a Hochschild chain on ,4 )~ F as the centre projection < b ° @.. .  @ b ~ > 
of b ° ® ... ® b k defined using an orthonormal frame of X by: 
<b°®'"®bk >:= Z b°.~o~l ®'''®bikkio 
iOV'" ,ik 
Lemma 8. The projection 
<.  >: C,([A ® End(X)] >4 P) --+ C,(A >~ P), 
is a chain map between the periodic bicomplexes and it induces well de- 
fined maps between the co-invariant bicomplexes and the co-equivariant 
bicomplexes. 
Proof. That <.  > is a chain map is classical [31]. Let us compute the 
expression: 
(s) 
< b°[g(~)®V(7) ]®bl®. . .Oh  ~ > - < b°®~(b!)[U(7)OV(7)]®b 2..  .Oh k >.  
We notice that: 
7(bl) , j  = ~V(~l ,k7(b~hiV(7 -%,  
k,h 
Thus we obtain that the difference (5) is equal to: 
[V (.~),,o,~ b,°o,,og (.~) ® b;~,~ " " b~,~,o - 
io,i~o,Q ,... ,i k 
k b°o¢o ® V(7)i'oi 17(bl)ixi,U(7) ® bi22i3 ®.. .  @ bikio]. 
Therefore the operator <.  > induces a well defined operator between 
the co-equivariant quotient bicomplexes. 
A similar computation gives the result for the co-invariant homolo- 
gies. [] 
Proposi t ion 3. Assume that V : F --+ End(X) is a finite dimensional 
reprasentation of P. Let e be a F-invariant projection in ,4 ® End(X). 
We define the sequence (Chn(e, 7))n>0 by: 
Ch~(e,7) := (-1)"(22)! < (e-1/2)[U(7)NV(7)]Ne@..-®e >  C2n(.A)~r), 
tb ' ,  
Then we have: 
(i) For any 7 e r, the co-equivariant class [Ca(e, 7)] of Ch(e, 7) := 
(Chn(e, 7)),>o is (b+ B) closed; 
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(ii) For any [e] e Kro (A) and for any n > O, the map: 
F --+ Ce.qui'(A x F) defined by 7 F-+ [Cha(e, 7)] e C~qn~iv(A x F), 
is a central function on F. 
(iii) For any ? E P, the co-equivariant periodic cyclic homology class 
of Ch(e, 7) only depends on the equivariant K-theory class of e in A; 
Proof. (i) The computation of b(Chn(e, 7)), gives: 
(-1) n+l (2n + 2)! 
b(Chn+l(e)) = 2 (n + 1)! <U(7)®e®. . .®e>.  
The computation i c~.q~i'(A x F) of B([Chn(e, 7)]) gives: 
Y([Chn(e,7)l) = (2n+ 1) ( -1 )n~.  [< U(7) @ e @. . .® e >1. 
Hence we obtain: 
b([Chn+l(e,7)])+B([Chn(e, 7)])= (2n+ 1)[(-1)n+ln[ (2n+2n+l 2) =0. 
(ii) Let (71,72) E P 2 and let us compare Chn(e, 71%) with Chn(e, 7271). 
We have: 
[Chn(e, 7172)] = ( -1 )n~ × 
< (e - 1/2)[(U(71) ® V(71) ) 0 (U(72) ® V(72))] ® e®. . .  ®e > . 
Since we are using the co-equivariant classes, we can move U(72)@V(72) 
to the right in this expression and use the P-invariance of e to move 
U(72) @ V(72) until we obtain: 
Can(e, 7172) = ( -1 )n~.  < (U(72)®V(72))(e-1/2)(U(71)@V(?l))®e®...@e >. 
Again using the F-invariance of e we finally deduce that: 
can(e, 7172) ~- Chn(e, 7271) 
(iii) The proof given in [31] still works in the co-equivariant setting. 
[] 
The above Chern-Connes character is actually defined on the F- 
equivariant K-theory of the crossed product algebra .4 x P. This is 
obvious from the proof. Note that if the algebra .4 can be endowed 
with a Banach norm, then the above Chern-Connes character belongs 
to the equivariant entire cyclic homology of .4 as defined in [18] or as 
defined in [27]. 
The central function which assigns to each ? E P the class of Ch(e, 7) 
in HP~.q~i'(.4 >4 F) is called the equivariant Chern-Connes character 
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of the projection e and denoted by Ch eCuiv(e). It belongs to /~(F) ® 
HP~q~'i~(A )4 F). 
Note that Ch(e, 7) is not a cycle in the co-invariant periodic cyclic 
homology. In summary, we have: 
Cheq"iv : gr (A)  --+/~(F) ® HP~.q~iv(A x F), 
and for any equivariant yon Neumann Fredholm module (34, F), we 
have seen that 
Chr(A4, F) E HP~(A >~ F), 
is fortunately the image of an element Cheque, (A/I, F) in HP:q~v (.A >4 F). 
This explains why the pairing works and why we needed in Section 3 
to assume the F-equivariance of the cyclic cocycles involved. 
6. INVARIANT VON NEUMANN SPECTRAL TRIPLES 
In this last section, we state the equivariant index problem in Non- 
commutative g ometry and explain some of its implications. One of the 
main results of the last forty years is the Atiyah-Singer index theorem 
[3] which relates global analytic data over a given manifold with local 
topological invariants of this manifold. A. Connes and H. Moscovici 
have succeeded in formulating and proving an index theorem in the 
very general setting of spectral triples relating a well defined and nat- 
urally associated analytic index with local data in the sense of spectral 
geometry. In the equivariant setting one can easily generalize Connes- 
Moscovici's approach and prove a corresponding local equivariant index 
theorem [9]. 
The data proposed by A. Connes to define a geometry from the 
spectral point of view is a triple (A, 7-/, D) called a spectral triple, 
composed of a ,-algebra J[ represented in a Hilbert space 7/ and an 
unbounded densely defined self-adjoint operator D with a summability 
condition. The interaction of the operator D with the algebra A gives 
all the desired properties to work with. The allowed properties have to 
recover the usual geometries such as the Riemannian one for manifolds 
but also and especially some new features including singular spaces. 
The generalization of this powerful formalism to the setting of semi- 
finite von Neumann algebras was carried out in [10]. Here we give a 
treatment of the equivariant von Neumann oncommutative geometry. 
Our goal is to reach von Neumann on commutative L fschetz formulae 
which would recover the case of measured foliations [16, 5], the case 
of Galois coverings [1] and also the case of almost periodic operators 
[34]. In view of the examples, we shall assume for simplicity that A is 
unital. 
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Definit ion 4. [10] A von Neumann spectral triple of dimension p is a 
triple (A, .~¢I, D) where J~4 is a von Neumann algebra which admits a 
faithful normal trace T, A is a .-subalgebra of~I  and D is a self-adjoint 
M-affiliated operator, such that: 
(i) (D + i) -1 E /2'°°(A/I, r) where LP,°°(M, 7) is the Dixmier ideal 
associated with (A/I, ~-); 
(ii) Every a E ,4 preserves the domain of D and the commutator 
[D, a] extends to a bounded operator of 7-/ (which then automatically 
belongs to A/I/t); 
(iii) Denote by 5 the unbounded erivation on B(7/) given by 5(.) = 
[]D], .] and by 5 n its powers for n E N, then we assume that Va E ,4, 
the operators a and [D, a] are in the domain of 5n for any n E N. 
The spectral triple will be even if 7-/is Z2-graded by an involution in 
A/I, the representation f A preserves the grading and D anticommutes 
with this grading. 
It was shown in [10] that the condition (i) insures that the sign 
F of D is a T-Fredholm operator. It is a classical verification that 
this definition includes the Riemannian geometry but also many other 
noncommutative manifolds [18, 20]. 
Def init ion 5. A spectral triple of dimension p will be called F-invariant 
or a F-spectral triple, if there exists a representation U of F in ~4 such 
that: 
(i) Vg e F, U(g) preserves the domain Dom(D) and D o U(g) = 
U(g) o D; 
(ii) V9 E F, Va e ..4, U(g) o a o U(g -1) E A. 
In the even case we also assume that Yg E F, U(g) commutes with the 
grading. 
In view of a local formula for the equivariant index, we can in fact 
assume that D is only F-invariant mod Lv(.M, T) AA/I, and also get rid 
of the strong assumption that W/E F, U(7) E A/I. This last assumption 
can be replaced by the assumption that the action by conjugation on 
B(H) preserves A/I. Given a F-invariant spectral triple (A, .h/i, D), and 
denoting by F the sign of D, the commutators of the elements of A 
with*F are then in the Dixmier ideal LP'~(A/I, v) [10]. 
If for instance Ker(D) = (0} then it is easy to see that the pair 
(Ad, F) is a finitely summable F-invariant von Neumann Fredholm 
module over A. The Chern-Connes character of (¢4, A/I, D) is then 
well defined as the Chern-Connes character of the F-invariant Fred- 
holm module (AA, F). It belongs to the equivariant cyclic cohomology 
of the algebra .4 )4 F as we have seen in the previous ubsection. We 
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shall denote again by .4 x F the ,-subalgebra of A4 generated by .4 
and U(P). 
If Ker(D) # {0}, then we can use Connes' trick to get rid of this 
difficulty by replacing A4 by Ad' := M @ B(Ker(D)). This is proved in 
[10]. Hence we can assume without loss of generality that the operator 
D of our F-invariant yon Neumann spectral triple is injective. The 
von Neumann F-index map associated with the Fredholm module thus 
obtained out of the F-invariant von Neumann spectral triple (.4, A/I, D) 
will be called the F-equivariant index morphism of the spectral triple. 
Now we can state the F-equivariant index problem as follows: 
"Give a local formula for the F-index morphism associated with the 
F-invariant yon Neumann spectral triple (.4, A/f, D)". 
For any conjugacy class 7 C F, we can evaluate the F-index and rather 
ask for a local computation of the composition 
Kr(A)  --+ C, e ~ Indr((eFe)+)(7) 
Using the results of the previous subsection, we see that the index 
problem can be completely stated in the world of cyclic cohomology: 
"Find a local representative of a c'lass in HPequi v(.4 >~ F) whose 
pairing with equivariant K-theory coincides with the pairing of the 
Chern-Connes character of (.;Vi, F) with equivariant K-theory." 
Note that the notion of locality has a very precise meaning in noncom- 
mutative geometry [22]. It agrees for instance with the usual notion for 
pseudodifferential operators on manifolds or on measured foliations. 
This equivariant index problem is very much related with Lefschetz 
fixed point formulae. In fact the F-index morphism associated with a 
F-invariant von Neumann spectral triple (.4, A/f, D), lives in the repre- 
sentation ring R(F) of F. If we assume that F is a topologically cyclic 
compact Lie group generated by a fixed automorphism 7 of .4, then 
the evaluation of the F-index at 7 corresponds in the usual situations 
(Riemannian manifolds, foliations,...) exactly to the Lefschetz number 
of 7 .with respect o the operator e o (D ® lx) o e. Therefore we can 
state: 
Definit ion 6. Let 7 C F and denote by H the subgroup of F generated 
by 7. Then the Lefschetz morphism of 3' with respect o the 7-invariant 
yon Neumann spectral triple (.4, A/l, D) is the map 
Lff): Kg(A) -+ C, 
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which assigns to any H-invariant projection e the evaluation at 7 of 
the H-equivariant von Neumann ~--index of the positive part of the 
~--Fredholm operator eo (F ® 1x) o e. 
Solving the F-equivariant index problem associated with (A, Ad, D) 
will also give a local formula for the Lefschetz morphism which extends 
the usual fixed point formulae. 
Examples.  The solution of the above equivariant index problem 
gives a new understanding of some known Lefschetz fixed point formu- 
lae, but also yields new ones: 
(1) In the case of compact smooth manifolds, the equivariant lo- 
cal index theorem gives a completely operatorial point of view and a 
new understanding of the Atiyah-Bott-Lesfchetz fixed point formula 
for periodic isometries. See for instance [12] for some fixed point com- 
putations with residues. 
(2) For non commutative manifolds uch as those studied in [20, 21], 
the solution of the equivariant index problem enables, in principal, to 
deduce a Lefschetz fixed point formula for these interesting eometries. 
The investigation of such formulae, even in the non equivariant case, 
using the Connes-Moscovici local index theorem in these situations is 
still in its infancy. 
(3) In the highly non trivial Diff-equivariant situation studied by A. 
Connes and H. Moscovici n [23], our equivariant index problem states 
a Lefschetz problem for these crossed product algebras. Such formulae 
are far from understood and remain a research subject. 
(4) In the case of compact foliated manifolds which admit holonomy 
invariant ransverse measures, the equivariant local index problem is 
closely related with the Lefschetz fixed point formula for foliations 
proved in [28]. The non-equivariant case gives the Connes measured 
index theorem as explained in [10] and the equivariant case is explained 
in [9] 
(5) In the case of almost periodic operators on the euclidian space R ~ , 
the equivariant index problem states a non trivial Lefschetz problem for 
these operators. It enables for instance to give an equivariant version 
of the Shubin index theorem [34]. 
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